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Introduction

The search for knowledge and certainty drives the evolution of large-scale institutions in modern societies. These organizations, in turn, alter and solidify the structural and political landscape of society through their search for effectiveness by expanding or competing for control of their environments. In stable democracies, this accumulated organizational landscape evolves either to manage acceptably enough or to ignore society-wide problems. Occasionally, challenges—like terrorism—emerge that defy traditional processes to cause significant uncertainties for large organizations. To reestablish preferred certainty levels, organizations reach beyond established boundaries and procedures to acquire more knowledge or control.

For established institutions, threats must be considered dire indeed to stimulate a search for new knowledge. If undertaken, the search beyond normal institutional boundaries moves them into the knowledge nexus—the information-sharing terrain between communities that may or may not be in use. Generally, sharing information is not seen as beneficial, or needed information is fragmented beyond recognition or visibility across agencies. As information societies continue to evolve, much needed information has simply never been collected officially. This leaves a largely un-
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explored arena beyond normal institutional boundaries where potentially vital information may reside.

For security organizations the counterterrorism (CT) knowledge nexus has been largely vacant up to now. War, or an equivalent national-level threat, is usually necessary to motivate national-level institutions to share internal knowledge with each other or with their domestic colleagues. Military preparations for war have often involved reaching out to create new institutions and infrastructure just to reduce uncertainties in foreseeable conflicts. Even in war and within the same military community, however, such developments are not easy or automatic. Battle histories resonate with stories of military units refusing to cooperate with others, especially if cooperation seems to confer advantages on competing services. This impetus for turf protection is as true for police departments and national agencies as it is for militaries.

Until 2001, domestic terrorism was not widely viewed as a national-level problem requiring military or national foreign intelligence assistance. Most Western nations characterized terrorism on homeland soil as a criminal activity and thus assigned responsibility for countering terrorism to domestic police services. In recent decades, terrorism has waxed and waned in stressing police capabilities, only solidly becoming of national security concern in the United States after the attacks in 2001. With little political pressure to do otherwise, national-level military and intelligence agencies did not seek to be involved, other than peripherally, in police matters. Similarly, insurgencies in Westernized nations have been rare as well and given to the military to handle. States have not institutionally viewed threats from insurgencies as comparable to those posed by domestic terrorism. Police or intelligence agency involvement has generally occurred under temporary, ad hoc arrangements rather than being integrated to the extent necessary to begin forming a CT knowledge nexus.

Since 2001, however, CT has unexpectedly developed the political potential to challenge established organizational boundary paradigms. Modern democracies have become intolerant of arbitrary or preventable death. Citizens have developed unprecedented expectations that public agencies will ensure their safety. These societies tend to be complex, interdependent, nonautarchic, dynamic, networked sociotechnical systems with members who are impatient with dangers perceived as avoidable. In particular, citizens increasingly have a strong sense of entitlement to be protected against the potential of an arbitrary mass casualty attack.
Especially after the 2001 New York attack, the US government and global Westernized media vigorously and internationally framed foreign-instigated domestic terrorism as a major national and domestic threat aimed at Westernized democracies. As a result of this framing, it has become widely accepted that the institutional solution requires relatively holistic cooperation across traditionally separate domains of national security services.\textsuperscript{13}

Under political pressure to be seen as prepared and to obtain or retain international status with peer professional groups, police, military, and intelligence agencies across Western nations are now, at a minimum, discussing information acquisition, sharing, analysis, and distribution. This new “not quite national security but more than routine criminality” framing of terrorism challenges established operational distinctions between levels of police, domestic intelligence, and military contributions to homeland defense, eroding institutional boundaries across Westernized liberal democracies.\textsuperscript{14}

In the process, these widely scattered efforts are beginning to fill the void with organizational and technical elements aimed at sharing information. Such fervor in peacetime is highly unusual, and the process has gone largely unnoticed and uncharted externally. Consequently, we know very little about how the institutionalization of this knowledge nexus proceeds. Institutionalization of the CT knowledge nexus can provide enormous benefits, but a need for information and certainty among institutions often links them into large-scale technical systems (LTS) with unintended consequences.\textsuperscript{15} For example, in nations not yet experiencing terrorism, large institutions may simply have monthly meetings. Others, such as the United States, may create new organizations such as the Department of Homeland Security (DHS).

Effective CT in liberal democracies with strong civil control of security forces is taken to require public actions that are preemptive, rapid, and accurate. Inevitably, such actions involve the necessary and deliberate interruption of social activities and, potentially, the compromise of civil liberties for security purposes. Whatever those actions are, public law and expectations across democracies require that knowledge-driven operations be—or at least appear to be—narrowly targeted and popularly viewed as unbiased and legitimate. These exceptional demands on civil, intelligence, and military structures require extra care to understand the circumstances under which the knowledge nexus forms and the longer term nature and directions of its emergent structures.
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This study is a first step in a longer range, wider focused, cross-national research agenda on the extent to which the search for knowledge across civilian, intelligence, and military counterterrorism organizations may be developing an unprecedented CT knowledge nexus. Using a grounded theory approach across a large number of media and other secondary sources, this essay documents the institutional beginnings of a CT-induced knowledge nexus in a natural experiment occurring in the large-scale federal democracy of India. It is a nation dealing with a considerable terrorism challenge and security institutions with exceptionally strong traditions of defending domain boundaries. The evidence accumulated from an exhaustive search of published reports suggests that redefining terrorism as a national problem has indeed weakened turf boundaries across these traditionally insular security communities in India.

To our surprise, however, the institutional kernel of this nexus did not emerge from the higher status national-level agencies in the military or intelligence communities, but rather from the more pedestrian state police forces. To an unexpected extent, the national-level communities—intelligence and military—have concretely supported the growth of state-level antiterrorism squads (ATS), even when the actual experience with terrorism is on the decline. We hypothesize that in India, prompted first by experience and then by internationally reinforced urgency, these ATSs have begun institutionalizing the CT knowledge nexus. In 2001, with institutionalization well underway, numbers of terrorism incidents began to decline across India, but the number of ATSs continued to increase for the next four years. The CT knowledge nexus is changing the topology of the Indian state by forging relatively resilient links across the organizational boundaries of local and national levels.

The idea of using small, formally organized squads of military or police forces to disrupt enemy organizations first emerged in Europe long before its arrival in India. In 1941, the United Kingdom created the Special Air Service (SAS) with the objective of going behind enemy lines to attack German troops and infrastructure in Africa. In the 1950s, the SAS was transformed from a special forces unit to a counterinsurgency (COIN) institution protecting British interests around the world. With this change in mission emphasis from conventional state military threats to those from nonstate organizations, the concept of an antiterrorism squad was born. The SAS ran COIN operations in Oman, Malaysia, Borneo, and Aden.
In the 1970s, the experience of terrorism as more than a criminal or crazed activity prompted the creation of specialized response institutions and the evolution of others across several nations. The Israeli deep reconnaissance and intelligence teams of Sayeret Matkal were created in 1957 but evolved into counterterrorism in the 1970s based on the model of the British SAS. After the 1972 Munich massacre of Israeli Olympic athletes, the surprised and poorly prepared German police formally created GSG-9, Germany’s first antiterrorism squad. It drew conceptually on the examples of the British SAS and Israeli Sayeret Matkal. Having a team specialized in CT became more internationally desirable after the 1976 successful Israeli Operation Thunderbolt that rescued 106 passengers at the Entebbe International Airport in Uganda. During the 1970s, Belgium, Italy, Australia, and the United States established ATSs in military units.

As an institutional adaptation to surprise in large-scale systems, the ATS evolutionary development in India falls upon a midpoint of a formalized CT knowledge nexus continuum marked by announcements of more or new joint discussions, exercises, or regularized briefings on the low end and full-scale, formal creation of new organizational structures across cities, states, and national agencies on the high end. As such, the Indian experience may provide more nuanced lessons about structuring responses to CT knowledge requirements under differing circumstances of frequency and consequence than the example of, say, the DHS in the United States. Thus, this work seeks to uncover the large-scale technical structures emerging in a wide variety of national contexts. The need for terrorism-related knowledge is beginning to ripple through government cyber operations with unknown consequences for institutional effectiveness, civil liberties, and civil-military relations.

**Defining the Knowledge Nexus**

A knowledge nexus evolves when organizational walls are breached to facilitate mutually beneficial information sharing among institutions. The definition of knowledge here is broad; it encompasses anything that reduces the unknowns associated with a contingency and that helps the recipient counter an uncertainty. Knowledge can be found in a spare part, a supplemental external training course, access to new databases, or seconded experts. The emergence of knowledge societies has led to an increasing emphasis on cyber methods of knowledge formation, stor-
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age, transmission, and retrieval. However, unless organizations perceive a need to augment existing knowledge by developing external knowledge delivery networks, the nexus between institutions remains essentially unclaimed domain space. In principle, a nexus should only begin to take shape when an identifiable large-scale problem emerges and is widely recognized to impose knowledge demands beyond the existing capabilities of any single institution. To meet individual obligations, each institution will have to reach beyond its own strongly maintained boundaries to link with the other organizations in some process of knowledge exchange. Figure 1 models this process of institutional development.

Figure 1. Knowledge nexus model of interinstitutional domain formalization. (Adapted from Chris C. Demchak and Eric Werner, “‘Knowledge Nexus’: Learning Security in the Information and Terrorism Age” (paper presentation, International Security Studies Section annual meeting, International Security Association, Tucson, AZ, 26–28 October 2006).

As data exchanges intensify and become more frequent over time, institutions change structures, dependency perceptions, and relationships. In the commercial world, it has been said that two large organizations
cannot sustain a joint venture unless everything is perceived to be shared evenly. If not, then one will absorb the other, or either the shared subsidiary or the joint venture will disband.22 In public institutions, however, the process is more gradual, with a slow formalization of routine interactions. One result may be an enlargement of one organization to absorb the resources associated with the problem—just as in the commercial world. A second consequence could be disengagement if the originating problem is resolved or decreases in importance. A third possibility is the development of a slowly institutionalizing shadow organization sustained by the shared practices and knowledge moving between two otherwise distinct agencies. This not-quite-formally-recognized knowledge nexus could function for years as organization members maintain personal and professional relationships even after the original problem dissipates. The knowledge nexus could conceivably become the source of entirely new institutions formed from the parent organizations by political leaders. A fourth possibility is the complete joining of the two organizations with the shadow organization serving as the intervening glue for the merger.

The knowledge nexus varies in its level of institutionalization according to the level of criticality by which the stimulating problem is socially constructed. War or its imminence is particularly powerful in forcing interconnections across organizations and communities. Historically the pursuit of war by political leaders has developed the institutions of the society. France under Louis XIV and Napoléon could be viewed as classic examples of the massive development of society’s infrastructure and institutions as a function of the need during war for resources and logistics transcending the traditional bounds of the military’s internal capabilities.23 Figure 2 depicts the progression of institutionalization levels of the knowledge nexus. Furthermore, the more intrusive the threat and the more long-standing the uncertainty, the more likely the formerly temporary arrangements across organizations will formalize and remain over time.24

Given the uniqueness of this issue for increasingly complex societies, it is unclear how institutionalization of the knowledge nexus might develop in any nation’s CT effort, but the process is open for informed speculation and empirical discovery. When CT is taken so seriously that the turf walls around institutional data begin to buckle, the organizational and wider nexus development clearly become of interest to scholars and practitioners.25 Over time, as Philip Selznick observed, if informal information-sharing relations become accepted, they begin to become part of the formal structures among those elements involved.26
The more compelling the fear of terrorism, the more one expects to find institutions mobilizing to find certainty-enhancing knowledge for future safety. This, in turn, formalizes reliance on the knowledge nexus. It is, however, critical to this larger societal process that terrorist events be framed as possibly recurring and national in implication for the nexus to coalesce into a large-scale cyber system with society-wide effects.

There is plenty of international discourse—some quite emotional—about the imminent threat of foreign-based terrorism since 2001. That year was really only a watershed for the United States, and yet the Bush administration's framing of the “global war on terror” seems to have imprinted security discourses far beyond the US experience. Therefore, if a state shows either trivial terrorist experience or declining experience, and yet increases its institutionalization of a CT knowledge nexus, we infer that urgency has supplanted experience as a motivator for such development. The decline of concrete events suggests the US characterization of the global terrorist threat has resonated with a wide range of nations—even when those nations have not experienced a comparable threat from terrorism and yet are institutionalizing a knowledge nexus between police, military, and intelligence organizations. That police forces in particular—traditionally strongly locally focused—might respond to an international message of urgency underscores the potential power of the post-9/11 framing of CT and of the
unprecedented growth of communications infrastructure linking nations.\textsuperscript{27} The process of emulating other professional developments is historically not common in most public service domains, especially across national borders. Most public agencies do not look to their colleagues in other nations, or even other provinces and states, for guidance on how to structure or operate themselves. This process, formally called \textit{mimetic isomorphism}, is particularly unlikely when organizations have few competitive or policy connections already in place.\textsuperscript{28} Such copying is more common in militaries, which often seek to mirror each other in hopes of averting operational or technological surprise.\textsuperscript{29} The convergence of ideas leading to institutional change can also be normative in the sense that it becomes associated with minimum standards for acceptance into professional ranks.\textsuperscript{30}

In testing these hypotheses quantitatively and qualitatively, we relied on evidence in public media along the continuum of interaction events. Public announcements, especially in the wake of terrorist events, constituted the bulk of our data under the presumption that formalization heading towards a true CT knowledge nexus could not be held in secret across three large institutions. In short, so many actors would be involved that the normal way large organizations communicate—by public actions—would inevitably be used in the process.

In 2003, the United States moved toward the end of the continuum in knowledge nexus institutionalization with the creation of the new DHS. However effective it may prove, this response was exceptionally rapid, occurring within two years of the watershed event. The “new agency” response, however, is consistent with the historical effects of divided governance on US public agencies. Congressional partisan disagreements have often led to creation of new independent agencies rather than the overhaul of existing agencies.\textsuperscript{31} The US case is also distinct in scope because of the creation of an enormous agency consisting of 180,000 members. The establishment of this massive new agency involved the direct transfer of nearly 20 organizational elements from other agencies to the new department. Elements deemed related to CT were simply coerced, including several politically weak, formerly relatively independent, and culturally distinct agencies such as the US Coast Guard.\textsuperscript{32} Long-established organizational boundaries were unusually disregarded in this process, indicating extraordinary perceptions of urgency among political leaders despite the lack of direct long-term experience with terrorism.\textsuperscript{33} In this work, the US counterterrorism knowledge nexus example is taken as a defining end of spectrum, unlikely to be the pattern of institutionalization in other democracies but informing in its efforts
to force knowledge sharing from the top down, onto and across distinct domains of the three security communities.

**India as a Compelling Natural Experiment**

A more likely pattern in CT knowledge nexus development is occurring in India. This large Westernized and federal democracy provides an exceptional natural experiment. Several advanced democracies such as the United Kingdom, Spain, and Israel have confronted international and domestic terrorism for years. Only India’s circumstances, however, pit exceptional experience with terrorism and a national bureaucratic culture recognized to be extraordinarily rigid and hierarchical. It is a large, fractious democracy relying on extensive, independent, highly bureaucratized agencies with a history of very strong turf distinctions and a generalist, patriarchal civil service zealously guarding power distinctions in their organizations.

In India, strongly stovepiped and defensive security agencies pose particularly tough obstacles to forming an interinstitutional knowledge nexus of any sort. Like most Westernized states, the Indian military, police, and intelligence agencies have entrenched and organizationally distinct cultures, policy preferences, legal status, domains, tools, competencies, and knowledge filters. Similar to many nations, Indian security institutions do not seek to interact routinely. Even after crises that require cooperation, they usually minimize innovations or adaptations that would force continuing interorganizational boundary crossing. Indian bureaucratic path dependence combines the complexities of the structures of British colonial administration with those of the underlying native Indian caste and ethnic divisions. Information sharing faces some of the greatest bureaucratic challenges under these circumstances.

Finally, long before the United States had its major attack, Indian forces were frequently experiencing terrorist incidents across states. Over the past 20 years, experience with homegrown terrorism across India ballooned, and with it, the interest of state police organizations in a visible response. As of 2006, the South Asia Terrorism (Web) Portal listed approximately 179 religious, ideological, and ethno-nationalist groups operating across India. Larger states like Manipur face 39 active terrorist groups, while even tiny Nagaland deals with at least three active organizations. Through 2001, the average civilian and security forces’ casualty result was the equivalent of one 9/11 per year, or about 2,500 people. The number of annual incidents
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is sometimes three times the death rate, leaving the police chasing duds, attempted bombings, and real events throughout the year.42

Thus, India provides a particularly rich case for discerning evidence of institutionalization at the CT knowledge nexus owing to the cross-agency, comprehensive information requirements of CT campaigns. We used secondary sources in as comprehensive a review as possible of 10 years of published news reports, committee findings, and academic analysis on terrorist events from 1996 to 2005. We also charted the public evidence of increased interagency integration along social and technical axes in India in response to terrorism. Our goal was to see if a CT knowledge nexus could develop in India in any externally discernible way. Given the Indian institutional circumstances, if a CT knowledge nexus appears to be emerging here, then CT may be fairly construed as an institutional concept that approaches the power of war to force bureaucratic adaptation.

Indian Security Bureaucracies and Information Sharing

With its independence in 1947, India inherited the large public institutions, organizational structures, and class-imbued culture of British colonial administration.43 For a variety of reasons, including scale and heterogeneity, many of these hierarchical organizations remain essentially unchanged internally44 with strong patriarchal control mechanisms sustained from the Nehru era to the present.45 The roots of preferences for rigid social divisions lie in Indian history of hierarchies among humans, animals, and deities. Sustained to a large extent by Hindu views of humans as stratified by caste and prior life decisions, unabashed elitism allocates power in many spheres of social activity in India.46 Most government agency managers come overwhelmingly from upper and rising middle castes.47 The pervasive tendency to observe distinctions in position and strong risk avoidance of Indian management culture is consistent with this history.48 Unsurprisingly, decisions made in Indian bureaucracies tend to rationalize and perpetuate long-standing institutional power distribution, access, and information relationships.49

In particular, the traditions encourage inaction. Independent decisions that operate outside of established procedures are bureaucratically dangerous, especially for decisions involving uncertain wider political ripple effects or whose known effects are strongly opposed by powerful external political forces. For
any given official, passing onerous and highly selective national exams is the prerequisite for lifelong employment, but beyond that gate, survival depends on having the right family, caste, and network of high-level contacts. Within federal and state bureaucracies, officials are frequently moved for trivial reasons. This churn has reinforced tendencies to avoid decisions that might cause an unhappy superior to suddenly move offending subordinates. Fewer than 50 percent of the federal bureaucrats stay in any given position for more than a year; most do not stay in place long enough to acquire specialized competence. The majority become corrupted as a consequence of developing defenses required to avoid the political costs of making decisions that powerful outside stakeholders may view unfavorably.

The number of civil service jobs and legislative positions reserved for “untouchables” and women complicates the social conventions separating castes and gender. Male members of the elite caste resent these equalizing rules, thus increasing the disinclination to respond positively to interaction requests within and across agencies. Positive discrimination in reserved positions has indeed recruited some of the most advanced members into the circle of the Indian elite. But it has also tended to help restrict cooperation to even smaller groups of friends among caste or ethnically homogeneous bureaucrats rather than encouraging synergy among a heterogeneous pool of government personnel. The normal rule-driven rigidity of the enormous civil service has been made even more sluggish for otherwise desirable purposes. The resulting ossification of internal procedures, in turn, further encourages the widespread use of “speed money”—bribes to ensure that some official action actually occurs. Senior officials are disillusioned with the political system and their positions in it to a greater extent than are junior bureaucrats; however, they also tend to regard corruption and its inefficiencies as inevitable.

These distortions in willingness of public agencies to cooperate internally extend throughout all levels of federal and state government. Parliament and reformers have made little headway despite many commissions and efforts to reform the densely turf-bound structures. Changes to the standard operating legal codes nominally governing official practices are often simply ignored. Recently, the Indian Supreme Court ruled that officials were to be left in place at least two years in what was widely seen as an anticorruption ruling. This ruling was based upon recommendations first made in 1977; its chances of implementation are extremely unclear. In Indian security organizations, the
major players have distinctive histories in their establishment and evolution; the resulting insularity is remarkably resilient.\textsuperscript{60}

CT information-sharing efforts in India face a daunting task in this massively fragmented, well-entrenched bureaucracy. In principle, the authorization for routine or in-depth interagency information sharing and acquisition will have to move upward through a number of higher levels of management before reaching a final decision-making authority.\textsuperscript{61} Normally, the highest-level managers make most of the decisions; procedures that force empowerment onto lower organizational levels are considered uncomfortable at best.\textsuperscript{62} While some sectors of the bureaucracy require and eventually obtain information from other sectors, role and procedural expectations, low competency levels among constantly rotated officials, and the deeply ingrained suspicions borne of class, gender, or ethnic distinctions prolong the process.

The Military in the Nexus

The Indian Army is first and foremost a direct descendent of the colonial administrative structures of the British Empire expressed in the British army up to World War II. As the oldest and most prestigious armed force in the nation, the Indian Army has retained a distinctively nineteenth-century British underpinning to its structures and enduring procedures. Serving under the Ministry of Defence (MOD), the army’s million-odd soldiers are spread across six operational commands, or field armies. The organization controls the regular army, army reserve, homeland defense Territorial Army, and National Cadet Corps (aka ROTC).\textsuperscript{63}

In recent years, the army’s focus has widened from engaging in high-intensity conflict to include low-intensity, internal security operations. Since independence, the Indian military has fought in three major wars, one minor conflict with Pakistan, and one border war with China. In the 1990s, however, in addition to its responsibility for external threats, the army began COIN operations against Sikh separatists in the state of Punjab. With the consent of the MOD, the army established new—or reoriented existing—paramilitary units for duties in Kashmir, Assam, and the northeast states. Today, the Indian Army’s counterinsurgency-trained units such as the National Security Guards (NSG) are also expected to mount CT operations. Other services have specialized units or tools applicable to CT, but the army is considered the lead service for this mission.\textsuperscript{64}
Beginning in the late 1980s, military interaction with police units began to expand as COIN operations began to overlap the internal security obligations of local police forces.65 Paramilitary forces now serve across military and police domains; however, they generally perform as military auxiliaries to the police to minimize army involvement in domestic law enforcement.66 For example, the MOD established the 35,000-strong Rashtriya Rifles in the 1990s for COIN-acquired internal security duties in areas considered relatively pacified over the course of the decade.67 The Assam Rifles, similarly, were initially formed by the British in 1917 to battle insurgency in the northeast but have evolved to participate in internal security operations in the northwest areas of Jammu and Kashmir.68 Created under the military, these paramilitaries are legally under the broader jurisdiction and strategic control of the Home Ministry, along with clearly domestic security units such as the Home Guard, Border Security Force, Indo-Tibetan Border Police, Central Reserve Police Force, Special Security Bureau, Central Industrial Security Force, Civil Defence, Railway Protection Force, State Armed Police, and Defence Security Corps. However, since the MOD retains operational control of these forces, they are not considered, and do not consider themselves to be, police assets.69

According to published accounts, interactions by the military with the national-level Indian intelligence services are limited to routine and high-level refined intelligence reports; dynamic, in-depth cooperation is rare at best. Since 1947, military intelligence organizations have been given the lead in intelligence collection in border areas.70 In 2002, under considerable opposition by both national-level intelligence agencies and the services, the Indian Defense Intelligence Agency (IDIA) was created to integrate the separate and insular intelligence networks of the army, navy, and air force into a single organization similar to that of the US Defense Intelligence Agency. Designed to coordinate and share information across the military services and with the federal intelligence agencies, the largely civilian IDIA tracks troop movements in neighboring countries, monitors terrorist groups, and assesses internal security threats.71

Like other Indian bureaucracies, the military is noted for its lack of timeliness, accuracy, or comprehensiveness in exchanging internal information—even in conflict situations.72 The same applies to its ability to provide intelligence to or obtain it from external institutions, notably among the national intelligence agencies.73 Any given military unit’s ac-
cess to external intelligence data depends on a network of personalities in power, the urgency of events, and the character of the knowledge needed. Among military services, turf battles have long been considered debilitating and, until recently, accepted as endemic.74

Indeed, information sharing across the Indian military or with the national-level intelligence services has not seemed to improve despite the recognition of a need for integrated knowledge in COIN or CT. The IDIA fell afoul of the bitter interservice and international agency rivalry over control of knowledge assets. Up to the late 1990s, intelligence cooperation between border COIN forces and the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) in particular was infrequent at best. In spring of 1999, a surprised Indian Army found Pakistani paramilitary forces in place across the Kashmiri line of control between India and Pakistan; they had infiltrated earlier than security forces’ estimates anticipated. The resulting conflict at the Kargil Pass reinstated the status quo. This time, however, the usual post-conflict struggle to assign blame for the intelligence failure concentrated attention on integrating military and national intelligence capabilities—the result was the IDIA. The military, citing risk to internal efficiencies, has subsequently proven reluctant to share information. Integrated staffs within each military branch have administratively undermined the transfer of existing operations to IDIA divisions or subordinate organizations.75 The military’s refusal to share knowledge with the IDIA replicates enduring turf battles and has, thus far, channeled IDIA and its liaisons between different agencies into accepting the service’s traditional, archaic, and inefficient system of reporting and analysis.76

At higher levels of civilian agencies, such as the Intelligence Bureau (IB) and the RAW, officials tend to view the IDIA as a competing intelligence agency.77 At lower levels, the IB and RAW, with the IDIA in attendance, will occasionally conduct joint meetings with coordinated analysis for use by army commanders in areas governed by the Armed Forces Special Powers Act.78 These field meetings are designed to encourage interaction among field personnel of all the organizations, but they are not technical and are too uncommon to be considered evidence of institutionalization.79 There is little data so far to indicate that the establishment of the IDIA is altering either the basic landscape of information sharing between agencies or the distorting effects of loyalty to specific service branches. Figure 3 presents the military institutions associated with the development of the CT nexus in detail.
Intelligence Institutions in the Nexus

The two main agencies that constitute India’s national-level intelligence community are younger and more prestigious than either the army or the police services. Established in 1920, the IB is subordinate to the Ministry of Home Affairs, with responsibility for domestic counterintelligence and CT. The RAW was established in 1968 as a subordinate component of the Ministry of External Affairs. It provides direct intelligence on foreign security threats to the prime minister’s cabinet. Since these organizations are not subject to public oversight, little is publicly confirmed about their internal operations. There are several smaller, less prominent agencies with intelligence responsibilities, but these generally support the larger bureaucracies. The IB director portfolio expanded to include intelligence collection in border areas and to some other external intelligence...
responsibilities after the first Indo-Pakistani War of 1947–49. Recently, the IB’s influence in national security decisions rose dramatically with the growing recognition of the importance of accurate and timely intelligence collection in border states and beyond.\textsuperscript{82}

The RAW emerged in the early 1970s from the remnant of the Indian Air Force’s small aerial reconnaissance center as a wing to a larger IB. The RAW subsequently became a separate agency when its founder, Rameshwar Nath Kao, persuaded Prime Minister Indira Gandhi to designate the head of the organization as a secretary in 1976. Elevating the organization to the prime minister’s cabinet greatly increased its influence on domestic and foreign policies, given its nominal equivalence in power and status with the other secretaries of the Indian government. This bureaucratic positioning engenders resentment on the part of IB managers because the IB head remains a director, rather than having status equal to his cabinet-level RAW counterpart.\textsuperscript{83}

The RAW has become India’s most powerful intelligence organization among the three referent national (military, domestic, and foreign) intelligence agencies.\textsuperscript{84} The organization has expanded beyond its original external intelligence mandate to become a powerful stakeholder in domestic policies as well.\textsuperscript{85} Technically, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of External Affairs, the RAW sits at the behest of the prime minister’s cabinet and is said to conduct propaganda and disinformation campaigns, espionage, sabotage, and intelligence gathering in neighboring countries—particularly in Pakistan.\textsuperscript{86}

The two agencies overlap structurally only as members of the Joint Intelligence Committee, a component of the National Security Council.\textsuperscript{87} However, the increasingly more politically salient issue of foreign-based, locally conducted terrorism constitutes a natural and contentious domain overlap between the two agencies. The two agencies also cooperate on an ad hoc basis with the military in COIN operations.\textsuperscript{88}

As Indian bureaucrats evolved with the right to much greater secrecy in operations, the Indian intelligence services reinforced interorganizational insistence on turf boundaries. As evidence of this insularity and blunt arrogance, for the first time in its history the RAW responded to a nonofficial request for information in early 2007 but only with a solemn reminder to the public that it was not obliged to comply with any “Right to Information” laws.\textsuperscript{89} Standard external authority controls on insular bureaucracies have seemingly been applied with limited effect. For example, while not
uncommon, the appointment of outsiders to senior leadership positions in both the IB and RAW causes debilitating resentment and internal withdrawal of cooperation. The recent appointment of a retired former senior IB counterintelligence official to head the bureau was discussed publicly as a positive step to get the agency’s senior managers on board with new operations.\(^90\) Animosity within an organization can slow the process of swapping information across agencies. Avoiding paralyzing internal or cross-boundary turf battles often means appealing to the highest levels of government and of each agency to obtain and to integrate data; normally this struggle requires considerable political interest and policy benefits to be at stake.\(^91\) The top-down imposition of integrating organizations has not worked well. Particularly after 9/11, the public and political concerns with intelligence failure that lingered from the 1999 Kargil conflict rekindled efforts to reform the Indian intelligence agencies’ widely known reputation for insularity. The IB, in particular, was blamed for the lack of domestic cooperation producing actionable intelligence for internal security. In 2000, the central government appointed a senior-level task force headed by former RAW chief Girish Chandra Saxena to investigate and propose necessary reforms to intelligence agencies. The confidential report focused on organizational structures, interactions, and staffing, forcing two new wings onto the IB by late 2001: the Multi-Agency Centre and the Joint Task Force on Intelligence.\(^92\) In the next year, the military would be forced to accept the IDIA as a new institution as well. Despite the intent of these integrating solutions and a common CT obligation, each of the three—the IDIA, RAW, and IB—has its own internally developed strategies to defend. Improvements in interagency coordination on joint counterterrorist plans at the national level have not been apparent.\(^93\)

Leaving aside the political power of agency self-interest, India’s political leaders are fundamentally conflicted in their support for integrating these insular organizations. Occasionally, the political parties use the intense competition between agencies as a way to control each otherwise imperial bureaucracy. Despite the formal sanctions on agency violations of all of India’s standard bureaucratic procedures, both parliament and the central government’s senior officials have limited direct influence on these agencies in the face of the life tenure of intelligence officials. They also face a legally supported lack of openness to public inquiry inherited from the British. Using the disputes between agencies adds some leverage to an otherwise limited toolkit for civil control of operations and policy
implementation. Furthermore, incidents of terrorism have not changed the situation because many senior politicians continue to regard terrorism solely as a law and order problem that does not require greater attention across cooperating and proactive intelligence agencies.

On the bright side, information not considered critical to bureaucratic battles is usually shared on the systemic level in some fashion, though it may not be timely or comprehensive. Exchanges meant to be more substantive, entailing specialized expertise, usually involve midlevel-to-midlevel emissaries rather than the wholesale provision of databases in paper or of access to digital holdings. On an ad hoc basis, both agencies send midlevel officers to meet with military commanders for specific COIN operations, usually in the northwest or northeast section of the country. Figure 4 presents the intelligence agencies participating in the Indian CT knowledge nexus development.

Figure 4. Intelligence agencies in the Indian CT knowledge nexus. (Adapted from Demchak and Werner, “ ‘Knowledge Nexus.’ ”)
Police Forces in the Nexus

Since their state-by-state establishment under British rule in the early 1800s, the structure and internal presumptions of the Indian state police forces have remained virtually unchanged. Established to maintain authority for the British Raj, the police’s administrative role and vast powers were intended for keeping civil order, not for preventing and detecting crime or, for that matter, terrorism. In 1860, the first reorganization of Indian police began and took place and is still in force today, roughly 145 years later and over 50 years after Indian independence. The Indian Police Act (IPA) of 1861 put the police under the control of the provincial (now state) governments and distinguished between police and military functions. The reorganization’s intention was to create an aggressive civilian police force that would relieve the British army of onerous and manpower-intensive duties.

In principle, state police forces are standardized in their operations, in leadership loyalty to all India standard operating procedures, and across critical structures involving lethal force. The Indian Penal Code, Code of Criminal Procedure, and Indian Evidence Act form the basic legal system for police operations throughout India. Similarly, the laws governing the structure of the police organization, officer training, and even the administrative forms and rules are virtually uniform across the country. A director general belonging to the Indian Police Service, the federally recruited body from across India, heads each state police organization and, in principle, this federally trained and selected appointee has jurisdiction over all subordinate units (districts, urban cities, and rural areas) in a particular state. Furthermore, on the national level, key players such as the federal police services, most of the paramilitary forces, and the internal intelligence capabilities found in the IB are subordinate to the federal Ministry of Home Affairs.

In reality, the effective extent of this federally led standardization is limited. The 1861 IPA added to the large overlapping pyramid of national, state, and local police agencies an unusual dual internal separation of all police officers into two vertical branches: armed or unarmed. This structural bifurcation has had profound fragmenting effects on organizational development paths, administrative cultures, and attitudes across state police forces. Indian police forces below the federal level reflect Indian states’ ethnicity, language, and culture in their recruits, organizational operations, and local presumptions about roles and behaviors. The result is a wide range in state police competencies and initiative beyond merely maintaining rough social order. Each urban city has its own city
police with a variety of departments. The larger districts are subdivided into police station jurisdictions, with 70 percent of the staff consisting of beat constables with no investigative roles. Compared to other English speaking countries (United Kingdom, United States, Australia, and Canada), India has only a small portion of police staff available for investigative duties and associated paperwork. This arrangement limits the knowledge collection and potential analytical contributions to CT programs for most police units.

In the age of more diffuse terrorism, COIN forces have been evolving into dual-purpose forces among special police units as well as military units. The Central Reserve Police Force is a national police force that assists state and union territories in maintaining law and order and in conducting COIN operations. Other national police organizations have been developed to deal specifically with international border patrol. For example, one entity encompasses the Indo-Tibetan Border Police and Border Security Force. Despite their primary task specialization, these organizations have also deployed to Kashmir and Assam for internal security duties including COIN operations and maintaining law and order. Nonetheless, local police in principle have the internal law and order responsibility, and this ad hoc arrangement generally leaves the local forces politically accountable for failures to prevent terrorism.

Information sharing within and among police agencies reflects the trust, reluctance, and narrow focus common to other Indian bureaucracies. Indian police forces are strongly horizontally stratified, with promotion based on rank and seniority, rarely on critical specializations or particular demonstrations of competence. Copied from the promotion year groups of military forces, the police are organized into cadres by rank. The allocation of power and authority by rank, not position, complicates relations between the central and state police units, since equivalent ranks may occupy very different positions and experience equally different circumstances. A tangled pattern of competition and mistrust throughout these organizations shapes cooperation across police agencies in general.

The 145-year-old rigid vertical division of police forces into unarmed and armed units continues to magnify the lack of cooperation, and to this are added the distinctions of class, gender, ethnic, and other organizational divisions. The 1861 IPA division assigned unarmed police administrative and patrolling duties and armed police the more prestigious tasks requiring physical force. Due to this functional division, for nearly 100 years British colonial administrative officials, including the military, gave spe-
cial attention to discipline and training for armed police. In so doing, they gave armed police considerably more status, empowering them with the ability to protect themselves. In social terms, this distinction reinforced the power distance inherent in Indian society and further dampened trust and the willingness to share knowledge because unarmed police did not have access to this source of prestige.

Furthermore, endemic corruption at all levels intensifies the secrecy or friction between officials. Legislatures routinely try to use police department funding as a tool to force greater efficacy in crime control. The resulting struggle to be seen as more effective against crime routinely produces predatory behaviors and the resort to illegal methods to show politically acceptable outcomes between police units. In standard police units, specialized competence is not required for promotion to senior officer positions. Promotions occur regardless of the candidate’s qualifications, and many are governed by caste, favoritism, or nepotism. Ambitious officers eager for early promotions and choice postings use administrative decisions to curry favor with political leaders. With no checks and balances in administrative oversight other than competitive predation and superficial achievements, the cumulative effect of this system of generalist training, turbulent working conditions, patriarchal and repressive management rules, and particularistic and erratic leadership practices is inevitably a lack of trust and cooperative information sharing.

The constitutionally mandated federal-state superstructure for law enforcement also generally inhibits information sharing. The competing centralized and decentralized structures make the Indian police more complex than those in other democracies. While states have their own relatively autonomous police jurisdiction, the central government’s history included periods of heavy central control. A great many control mechanisms from those periods persist in the form of, for example, standard procedures and recruiting. State-level police forces buffer themselves procedurally and operationally between the often conflicting demands of these overarching centralizing and decentralizing administrative forces. Endemic budgetary shortfalls contribute to the burdens on officers. For the average officer with too little time, technical training, leverage, and professionalism, joint operations with other departments are unattractive if they require additional efforts (as information sharing often does). Furthermore, such activities inevitably induce disputes over whose budget absorbs the inevitable additional expenses associated with new operations or relationships. These conditions reinforce bureaucratic tendencies to avoid increases in one’s
Among state police forces, routine knowledge sharing is generally sluggish and reactive; when federal forces are involved, normally it is as poor, if not worse. In this highly classed society, if federal forces are called upon to aid state police forces in nonroutine events, historically in both budgets and authority, the national-level forces demand—and inevitably receive—operational dominance. Sudden events that overwhelm local state police forces will usually prompt the central government to send army or paramilitary forces ostensibly to “aid” the civil police force. The federal forces, however, are entirely under central government control, thus demeaning the role and status of the state police forces being “assisted.” Efforts by the Ministry of Home Affairs to intervene in purely state business have noticeably increased since the establishment of a federal police in the 1970s. During such ad hoc and usually reactive “assistance” operations, turf battles between state police, paramilitary, and federal police forces often become matters for public discussion. Figure 5 presents the Indian state police organizations participating in the Indian CT knowledge nexus development.

Figure 5. Police elements supporting the Indian CT knowledge nexus. (Adapted from Demchak and Werner, “Knowledge Nexus.”)
Findings: State-Level Antiterrorist Squad as Emergent Nexus

With this structural, cultural, and institutional history, the evidence of an emergent CT knowledge nexus anywhere in the Indian bureaucracy would seem unlikely. Given the presumptions about power distance, patriarchal management, and centralized control, if any nascent institutionalization in a CT knowledge nexus were to be found, we expected the central government’s interest in CT to drive its birth and development. Yet, we found the evidence of a nascent nexus much more compelling at lower levels, closer to the experience of terrorism by the organizations more acutely aware of the consequences of a lack of knowledge. Furthermore, these lower-level organizations apparently responded earlier and more favorably to the status and professionalism boost associated with acting proactively to solve an urgent and life-threatening problem.

As our research suggests, state police forces breached their organizational walls first to begin the institutionalization across the Indian CT knowledge nexus and, in a sense, got lucky. The federal agencies have unexpectedly tolerated this flaunting of traditional prestige and leadership prerogatives. It is not clear why the normally rather imperious national-level agencies would not have attempted to supplant, undermine, or control the nascent institutionalization. We speculate that the state police were first past the post and already clearly operated an institutional forum readily adaptable for attracting knowledge sharing. For the military and intelligence agencies, such an outlet was not readily at hand within their communities for local political or international demonstrations of participation. Furthermore, many of the national-level senior officials have yet to accept that CT is a long-term crosscutting threat. Not making CT a prominent institutional motif in their ranks, they have also not targeted their heavy political guns on this potential institutional source of increased state police prestige. Hence, it may be that, in the bureaucratic circumstances of modern India, only a bottom-up initiative would have had a chance for success. Because of the external push and prestige, it was possible for the institutional objectives to converge on jointly building state-level ATSs without having overarching national-level bureaucratic competition impede progress as would ordinarily occur.\textsuperscript{115}

In 1986 India created its first counterterrorist units, the National Security Guards, which were the “first bricks of India’s counterterrorism architecture.”\textsuperscript{116} Numbering about 7,500 mixed military and police officers, the NSG is consid-
ered a highly valuable and experienced group in COIN in the northern state of Jammu and Kashmir, and previously in Punjab. “It is divided into two roughly equal groups—the Special Action Group (SAG) and the Special Ranger Group (SRG). The SAG is the elite offensive group, which recruits its members from the Indian Army. The SRG consists of supporting personnel recruited from paramilitary and police units such as the Border Security Force, the Central Reserve Police Force, and others. The SRG has the job of securing and isolating the target for assault by the SAG.” While officially under jurisdiction as a military unit, the NSG does not contain any intelligence acquisition and sharing capabilities and depends on external intelligence agencies.

The mid-1980s establishment of the NSG influenced the subsequent creation, objective, mission, and training of state-level antiterrorism squads, especially in states that experienced terrorism for many years. India became the first federal democracy to have state-level ATSs, in part because state police clearly have the “law and order” responsibility and in part because terrorism was historically localized in places like Kashmir and not considered a national-level problem. As different types of terrorism began to expand across borders and involve multiple states in devastating terrorist attacks, state governments individually began to set up ATSs as relatively quick solutions to defuse political pressure and possibly to prevent future attacks. By 2001, but before the attack on the United States, 18 Indian states had established 10 full-time and nine near-full-time proto-ATSs.

By the end of the 1980s, part-time police attention to terrorism and the strong reliance on the army or the paramilitaries to bail out an overwhelmed police force grew less politically acceptable at the local level. In 1989 Andhra Pradesh Police created the first ATS, called the Greyhounds (reorganized in 2005). This unit was specifically dedicated to developing CT tactics and procedures acquired from the federal NSG, which in turn was modeled on the British SAS, German GSG-9, and Israeli Sayeret Matkal. This first official, full-time ATS at the state level served as a training source for other state-level units learning antiterror tactics, procedures, and operations prior to forming an ATS. This unusual sharing of tactics and techniques across normally competitive police forces led to the successful establishment of ATS institutions in other Indian states such as Orissa, West Bengal, Maharashtra, and Chathisgarh.

The surprising aspect of these ATSs is their unprecedented level of police, intelligence, and military cooperation fostered by what is normally seen as a lower level of the national bureaucracy. Each ATS draws essential mission training, planning skills, tactical plans, and doctrine from the military via
the NSG. From each major intelligence agency the ATSs receive seconded officers serving long-term rotations up to 18 months. The effect is a constant flow of contacts, expertise, and personally delivered access to critical data that would otherwise not be available to state-level officials.

Another particularly unexpected attribute of these ATSs—given India’s complex bureaucratic architecture—is the general acceptance that the local ATS has exclusive right to collect and verify intelligence information in its jurisdiction and carry out operations in any part of the state. Tasked with coordinating between the multiple levels of intelligence agencies and analyzing inputs on terrorist activities, ATSs are formally designated as the lead actors confronting terrorist activities in their jurisdiction. It is rare, if not unprecedented, for a state police organization to have intelligence preeminence in an area also considered the domain of the national-level agencies. At the federal level, army, IB, RAW, and federal police forces have occasionally cooperated briefly for a single, usually nonroutine objective but historically have gone on to clash repeatedly over operational procedures in the aftermath of operations. The creation of ATSs and the urgency of antiterrorism successes have, in this domain, nullified the earlier system where anti-insurgency operations were the preserve of the Indian Army and the paramilitary forces, both of which report to the central government with no obligation to coordinate with state-level entities.122

This special position seems to have been anticipated and embedded into the mandate of these units from their initial inception in India. For example, in 2003 an ATS in Mumbai planned in advance to “co-ordinate between the city, state and intelligence agencies and analyse inputs on terrorist activities.”123 At the state level, the ATS organization facilitates more cross-jurisdictional interactions over the longer term and across objectives than occurs normally in overlapped federal operations. Hence, all things being equal, participating in an ATS offers considerable prestige for police officers. ATS organizations are therefore more able to recruit qualified and trained professionals without as much of the intervention or precoordination processes found in the more rigid standard police or military command structure.

In particular, ATSs seem better placed to initiate antiterror operations with greater secrecy and responsiveness to local conditions.124 While police forces themselves are distinct due to their origins and political circumstances, ATSs have specialized over time to reflect the flavor of terrorist groups in their states.125 An ATS in Chandigarh will confront terrorist activities with a different ideology in contrast to the ATS in Andhra Pradesh, where ter-
rorist activities reflect Naxalite antiregime activities. For example, Jammu and Kashmir’s once proto-antiterrorism squad, the Special Operations Group (SOG) (established in 1994), has evolved from a relatively passive unit staffed by locally recruited volunteer officers to a proactive operating unit specializing in knowing the region. Reasons for volunteering for ATS duty range from passionate dedication to financial incentive. The SOG antiterrorism squad has evolved into a robust center for coordinating operations focused on the conditions of the Northwest. It is capable of coordinating large-scale operations with paramilitary forces of the Indian Army while sharing its intelligence with central government forces.

Indian terrorism in both numbers of incidents and casualties declined after 2001, and yet the rate of establishment of ATSs did not. Since the United States had not yet made terrorism a household word prior to 2001, it is fair to attribute the stimulus for the earlier institutions to actual experience and to an unusual history of urgency passed along among police, military, and intelligence officers rotating across CT positions. For police officers, counterterrorism operations were urgent and prestige enhancing professionally when terrorism was on the rise. The Greyhounds of Andhra Pradesh demonstrated early on an unusual willingness to integrate officers from other services into these activities, offering interesting work and more resources. As officers rotated across state ATS and proto-ATS (those with part-time CT duties), the greater professional and social interaction also likely increased trust, broader intelligence sharing, and more effective joint state operations against terrorists operating across states. This positive feedback loop appears to have continued even as the incidents themselves declined. Service at a state level ATS in the heart of the knowledge nexus appears to have become desirable across the police officer community.

After 9/11, the international community also contributed to the enhanced prestige of ATS service. After 2001, in its efforts to have as much intelligence provided as possible from all conceivable allies, the United States pushed very publicly and internationally to make antiterrorism activities status enhancing across the various international referent groups—police, military, and intelligence officers. The US-framed argument was compelling in light of the deepening of globalization and dependence of many nations, including India, on the global sociotechnical infrastructure (GSTI) sustaining economic growth. Representatives of the United States argued that members of the developed and advancing world of democracies are part of a vital GSTI threatened by terrorism. The message emphasized that attacks on one will inevitably harm others
and, hence, all must corral the civil-military capabilities of each nation to protect ourselves as well as others.\textsuperscript{130} Being a stalwart warrior ready for the coming battles against terror from globalized radical groups thus not only offered local professional pride, but also the possibility of US resources to the country.

This public marketing had an underlying truth in the objective reality of interdependence that was—and is—obvious. The influence of the remaining superpower, the United States, to force an item to become important on the world’s agenda added to the attraction of security officials in many nations to be seen as part of the grand alliance saving democracies from this existential threat. For Europeans, the post-9/11 attacks on Madrid and London reinforced the US message, deepening the worldwide salience of CT as an issue for senior political and professional leaders to consider.

Furthermore and not least, the global war on terror, so named by the United States, came with the vague promise of financial or other benefits to those democracies signing up to participate.\textsuperscript{131} Although the evidence is spotty that this benefit has been widely distributed, nonetheless, the bilateral possibility has helped spread the prestige of association with the program.\textsuperscript{132} For public agencies with few clear-cut ways to demonstrate effectiveness, prestige among stakeholders and military, intelligence, and police referent groups offer a substitute performance measure.\textsuperscript{133}

With the bureaucratic reality of being public agencies in India, all three security communities would, in principle, find international referent group and local political prestige advantages to be seen as participating in the transnational antiterrorism cause. One would expect national-level agencies to attempt to take the forefront in order to absorb the bulk of the available prestige, but their bureaucratic instruments were already tied up in the army or paramilitaries with a mixed bag of traditional obligations. The prestige tended to gravitate toward the community with an existing institutional model, the state police.

As a result, from 2001 to 2005, over a scant four years—despite declining local experience with terrorism—eight new ATSs were formally designated; five were new institutions, and three were reorganized from part-time to full-time ATSs. To move quickly, there was only one solid game in town and that was the ATS instrument now firmly within the power of the state police to create and run. The timing of this growth strongly suggests that, by this time, the prestige and possible effectiveness of this institutional instrument were driving its support across all three communities. Figure 6 summarizes this acceptance of the central position of the ATS in the CT domain and in the Indian CT knowledge nexus.
By 2005, nearly every state in India had an ATS operating in its territory, each with contacts to the military and seconded officers from the IB and the RAW. In the process of personnel rotation, CT operations, and shared daily experiences, previously unobtainable intelligence information flowed between these organizations. By our definition, a nascent knowledge nexus emerged, as shown by the organizational evidence of collaboration, acceptance, and presence in public reports. We found no evidence of this nexus being pursued along technical lines in terms of functioning information technology systems. It is possible to have some networked exchanges, especially after a seconded officer has returned to the national agency but retains some friendship and loyalty for the ATS in which he served. However, consistent with the history of information technologies within Indian public agencies so far, it is unlikely that extensive technical systems are being built and used. The more likely technical scenario involves rudimentary technical means such as e-mail, occasional data disks, and some Web access.

Figure 6. Nascent Indian knowledge nexus. (Developed by Demchak and Werner, 2007.)

Conclusion
Exploring the Knowledge Nexus

This work explored a hypothesis that a lack of knowledge felt by an organization concerning something really important would generate action to fill that gap and that reaching outside the organization is a reasonable next step unless cultural, organizational, or other obstacles stop the search. If these obstacles exist routinely in abundance, then our model suggests the importance of the problem has to be even greater to push organizational insiders to reach out to other organizations or to be receptive to being contacted for knowledge. As long as the knowledge is needed and the stimulus elevated, we hypothesized that the sharing would continue.

A secondary hypothesis held that CT seems to present that kind of powerful stimulus in India. We began by presuming the mass casualty goals of terrorists would be sufficiently important to inspire a knowledge search outside organizations. To test this idea, we looked for evidence of such sharing overcoming rather enormous obstacles in order to obtain missing knowledge, as well as for evidence that terrorism’s enduring presence would result in the slow formalization of this sharing into institutional linkages in a nexus. The stronger the need, the more these links would mature. Hence, we looked at a really tough case—the very turf-bound Indian bureaucracy—for evidence that terrorism could force otherwise unlikely knowledge sharing.

Both of these hypotheses proved to be valid. However, the surprise for us was the path taken. The least prestigious of the three communities—military, intelligence, and police—ended up sponsoring the kernel and growth of the nexus. The state police filled in the empty institutional space where such exchanges among the communities could be had, were definitely needed, and could endure over time as the problem persisted. In the process, their institution—the state police ATS—became the model for expanding antiterrorism activities as more ATSs were established despite a decline in actual domestic Indian terrorism.

The Indian experiences offer some lessons for the United States in its counterterrorism efforts. First, reaching outside organizational boundaries is often not successful if merely imposed from the top. The desire to find missing knowledge must be felt urgently by those who will participate in the creation of a knowledge nexus. Experience with bad outcomes, without the missing knowledge, is historically the best stimulant for organizational members to reach outside; but often enough a clear, unmistakable prestige associated with participating in the nexus also furthers its development. Senior leaders can clearly enhance the prestige of knowledge sharing by
participating in nexus exchanges and by using the social tools they already have to reward change agents at midlevels or even lower.

Second, working with another organization must be institutionally seen as easy as well as useful. In the Indian case, the officers seconded to ATS were left in place longer than were their compatriots in other positions, making the process of exchange and networking a natural part of the workday. In the United States, the use of “Atrium” cyberspaces into which all individuals rotate at set points in their careers makes exchanges easier and more likely to develop the missing knowledge by tapping into tacit knowledge. The appendix has a short description of this model of collaborative tacit knowledge development applied to joint operations. The key is that the computer as a colleague provides a virtual institutional arena in which everyone must periodically enter to operate with others. Assigned to or simply accessing the Atrium, each member at some point plays out hypotheses collectively, exchanges observations, and extracts new knowledge as needed.

Third, technological advances do not operate as integrators or effective knowledge development tools unless the social groundwork has been laid to make the knowledge nexus processes both useful and easy to pursue. The case for expeditiously finding missing knowledge must be unmistakably and ever present, and the means must be readily at hand and easily grasped up and down the ranks of the organizations that will form the nexus. In India, the early pressure from ballooning terrorism met the useful requirement, and the Indian/British habit of widely seconding officers made it easier to redirect them into the emerging state-level police innovation called an ATS. The organizational innovations spread as a result, institutionalizing the CT knowledge nexus in India. The US Department of Homeland Security was a top-down imposition into the otherwise moribund CT knowledge nexus of the United States and has yet to fulfill its collaborative knowledge development mandate. For the US military, even in an Atrium joint military, the social construction of knowledge nexus development will be a bigger challenge than assembling the technical systems.
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Appendix

Atrium Model of Collaborative Knowledge Development for Joint Operations

The Atrium model of “computer as colleague” deliberately structures as routine the tacit knowledge collaborative development across otherwise disparate communities needed to meet critical infrastructure crises. It was originally designed for use by militaries modernizing into network warfare and needing to capture and develop tacit knowledge from many subordinate organizations in order to meet surprises. The Atrium model is intended to be an alternative sociotechnical organizational design based loosely on Nonaka and Takeuchi’s original corporate hyperlinked model and incorporates the computer as a colleague, not as a library or controller. Rather, the knowledge base of the organization explicitly seeks to provide a familiar place to get these lessons and to share one’s own. Entering into and interacting with the Atrium is essentially acting with a major player in the institution.

One “goes into” the Atrium as a consumer, contributor, or producer. Each individual in the allied organizations cycles through every role—no exceptions for leaders—in order to provide the stabilizing locus of institutional memory and opportunity for creativity. As individuals transfer into a new long-term position, they spend several weeks as “contributor” doing a tacit data dump—including frustrations about process, data, and ideas—into their organization’s share of the Atrium files. They would also spend up to half of that time in virtual simulations with other members across organizations, creating or recreating problematic situations for collaborative solutions. Noncritical identifying tags may be masked to encourage honesty, and then the knowledge is added to the central pools. While everyone routinely cycles through the Atrium to download experiences, every so often—perhaps once every six months—each person also spends a week or so as a “producer.” In this role, individuals set up questions and look at the data for the benefit of their organization and the entire community. As “consumers,” all Atrium organization members can tap into not only what contributors have input but also into the results of these simulations. Furthermore, they can apply simple language queries, data mining, or other applications to expanding pools of knowledge created by the producers in order to guide their future processes.
Explicit and implicit comparative institutional knowledge thus becomes instinctively valued and actively retained and maintained for use in ongoing or future operations. Frontline interrogators, for example, would try to define the kinds of questions they or people like them would like to have answered. They would also look at new data with an eye to what kinds of questions that data might answer. The goal is for them to understand what knowledge is out there beyond what they have asked so far and to see new patterns they had not thought of before. Visualization is exceptionally powerful in this process. The effect is a broader understanding of other organizational dilemmas and approaches to solutions.

This commonality in experience permits easier cycling through collaborative task forces as well—the kind of coordinated behaviors critical for crisis and deployed operations and so dependent on trust and interactor knowledge. For the members of a joint operations system, this cycling needs to be both routine and of value to their own work in their owning organization. Hence, interrogators in Iraq as well as supply reservists in California would need to find something of use for them when they share their tacit experiences in the joint Atrium. Once operations begin, each organization leaps into surprise-response activities. Through the Atrium, member organization decision makers are more aware of the roles and likely actions of other agencies in their grand alliance. They are also more likely to know many of their corresponding actors in other organizations through the simulations.

Figure A.1 shows the joint Atrium model notionally as the underlying space linking the joint organizations. It has three broad sections: the Atrium itself, the core composed of the jointly operating organizations, and the task forces deployed out of these organizations.
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Note